
     Together Prayer (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

Together prayer Hip Hop Civil Rights in the Air, sowing seeds of peace One Love 

keep it healing there...Together Prayer Hip Hop (echo) 

2 times 

 

Verse: 

 

G.O.D.  please help us change a worry with the love 

 some togetherness we can do it a little is enough 

Keep focusing the healing let the agitation flub 

..cuz prophecy is seeing truth through time nuff love 

 

peace was clear years ago now the new begins 

Let scarcity confessions slowly surface as we win 

For the loving families across the Earth every kin 

Prophecy ability we see the truth Within 

 

Segregation from the past tries to claim a new war 

Lie same drama different names as before 

Cult-like Force energy really hates the poor 

Let truth defend the peace people hope for living more 

 



Possibly the hate groups are looking to belong to something sad how it  

chooses lies division when it's wrong 

Side of History unfolding now revealing where it's gone 

Many Angels we unite to heal the nations through a song 

 

Hook: 

 

Together prayer Hip Hop Civil Rights in the Air, sowing seeds of peace One Love 

keep it healing there...Together Prayer Hip Hop (echo) 

 

2 times 

 

Verse: 

 

Be/ware of agitation demon sleeper parrot yawns 

Air is not a hierarchy stupid leader pawns 

Had to say it, respect dealth G.O.D. is on 

Keepin on how we do it one spirit in the songs 

 

"Glitch-latelies" up in our grill chill join the peace 

Feels better don't it yeah keep it cool at the least 

That's us Special Needs are here to I/We teach 

Depth of Understanding, what's the word heal the Beast 

 

 



Snakes in our garden people know we bein' nice 

Warning, don't try to go against Civil Rights 

History tradition love peace switch the lights 

On, basic peace stuff need the love human twice 

 

I ain't playin' cuz God wasn't sure made us right 

Still going through it though so lighten up rebuke the heist 

Cuz people need help basic needs wasn't right 

Have both boom and bust but give families their rights 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Together prayer Hip Hop Civil Rights in the Air, sowing seeds of peace One Love 

keep it healing there...Together Prayer Hip Hop (echo) 

2 times 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace... we know Team... scarcity missed us, but it was supposed to, so keep your 

head up, we're here           always will be... peace to "Bumblebee Marches"... 

peace to "men perdition" across the Earth, be a good splinter...thanks G.O.D. 

respect... and peace to "home chimes", "we know things"... from "all of us to 

us"..."what it is what it was", it's a story of unity and peace...join us...and 

scarcity?... you can still have your "bull boom-and-busts" but let people have 

Healthcare and basic economic safety nets... and don't say Jesus was selfish, it's 

about love...one peace... 


